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habitants et marchands twenty years later includes eleven essays
seven of which are in french that highlight current research in
quebec studies danielle gauvreau dale miquelon and louis michel
survey recent developments on population merchants and rural
society respectively allan greer studies kateri tekakwitha the first
amerindian to be beatified william wicken analyses relations
between mi kmaq and acadians bruce white and thomas wien
examine the fur trade with white focusing on the lake superior
region and wien on the st lawrence valley catherine desbarats
looks at the role of the state as a buyer of goods and services in
canada mario lalancette and alan m stewart study the evolution of
montreal s urban geography in the seventeenth century geneviève
postolec analyses matrimonial practices at neuville and sylvie
dépatie examines the urban and peri urban countryside in
montreal s gardens and orchards the collection offers valuable
perspectives on both the history of new france and the socio
economic history of colonial societies although attention to the
book of judith and its heroine has grown in recent years this is the
first full length study to focus on adaptations of the bible s old
testament book of judith across a range of literary genres written
in french during the early modern era author kathleen llewellyn
bases her analysis on references to judith in a number of early
modern sermons as well as the judith texts of four early modern
writers the texts include two theatrical dramas le mystère de
judith et holofernés c 1500 believed to have been written by jean
molinet and le miroir des vefves tragédie sacrée d holoferne judith
by pierre heyns 1596 as well as two epic poems la judit 1574 by
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guillaume de salluste du bartas and gabrielle de coignard s
imitation de la victoire de judich 1594 llewellyn s goal is to see
judith as she was envisioned by early modern french writers and
their readers and to understand how the sixteenth century shaped
their view of the heroine noting aspects of that story that were
emphasized by sixteenth century authors as well as elements that
those writers altered to suit their purposes she also examines the
ways in which writers of this era made use of judith s story as a
means to explore interests and concerns of early modern writers
readers and spectators representing judith in early modern french
literature provides a deeper understanding of early modern ideas
regarding the role of women the use of exemplary stories in
preaching and teaching theories of vision and the importance of
community in renaissance france biblische frauen spielen eine
bedeutende rolle in verschiedenen genres patristischen
schrifttums und in rabbinischen texten etwa als vorbilder für
frauen manchmal auch für männer als repräsentantinnen
bestimmter tugenden oder laster als autoritäten in streitfragen als
ausgangspunkt für bestimmte praktiken die bilder die die fast
immer männlichen autoren von den biblischen frauen zeichnen
spiegeln stets den zeitgenössischen sozialen kulturellen und
religiösen kontext wider besonders im hinblick auf weit verbreitete
antike vorstellungen über frauen und über das verhältnis der
geschlechter zueinander der sammelband fragt nach der präsenz
und sichtbarkeit bzw hörbarkeit und nach dem bild biblischer
frauen in den spätantiken texten er enthält beiträge zu rahab zur
ägyptischen frau des salomo zur geliebten des hoheliedes zu judit
den vier töchtern des philippus und den myrophoren der
evangelien die salben zu jesu grab bringen und untersucht die
rezeption dieser biblischen frauen in verschiedenen patristischen
und rabbinischen texten at the close of the twentieth century
black artists began to figure prominently in the mainstream
american art world for the first time thanks to the social advances
of the civil rights movement and the rise of multiculturalism
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african american artists in the late 1980s and early 90s enjoyed
unprecedented access to established institutions of publicity and
display yet in this moment of ostensible freedom black cultural
practitioners found themselves turning to the history of slavery
bound to appear focuses on four of these artists renée green glenn
ligon lorna simpson and fred wilson who have dominated and
shaped the field of american art over the past two decades
through large scale installations that radically departed from prior
conventions for representing the enslaved huey copeland shows
that their projects draw on strategies associated with minimalism
conceptualism and institutional critique to position the slave as a
vexed figure both subject and object property and person they
also engage the visual logic of race in modernity and the
challenges negotiated by black subjects in the present as such
copeland argues their work reframes strategies of representation
and rethinks how blackness might be imagined and felt long after
the end of the peculiar institution the first book to examine in
depth these artists engagements with slavery bound to appear will
leave an indelible mark on modern and contemporary art for many
the middle ages in general evokes a sense of the sinister and
brings to mind a world of fear superstition and religious fanaticism
for jews it was a period marked by persecutions pogroms and
expulsions yet at the same time the middle ages was also a time
of lively cultural exchange and heightened creativity for jews in
the jewish middle ages contributors explore the ways in which the
stories of biblical women including eve sarah hagar rebekah
zipporah ruth esther and judith make their way into the rich
tapestry of medieval jewish literature mystical texts and art
particularly in works emanating from ashkenazic circles
contributors include carol bakhos judith r baskin elisheva
baumgarten dagmar börner klein constanza cordoni rachel elior
meret gutmann grün robert a harris yuval katz wilfing sheila tuller
keiter katrin kogman appel gerhard langer aurora salvatierra
ossorio and felicia waldman these essays give us a glimpse into
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the role women played and the authority they assumed in
medieval jewish culture beyond the rabbinic centers of palestine
and babylonia seit 2004 gibt der verlag de gruyter in
zusammenarbeit mit der international society for the study of
deuterocanonical and cognate literature das deuterocanonical and
cognate literature yearbook dcly heraus die gesellschaft widmet
sich dem studium der bücher der griechischen bibel septuaginta
die nicht in der hebräischen bibel enthalten sind und der späteren
jüdischen literatur also etwa aus der zeit vom 3 jahrhundert v chr
bis zum 1 jahrhundert n chr die jahrbücher publizieren die referate
und ergebnisse der internationalen konferenzen der gesellschaft
die ausgaben 2005 bis 2011 sind weiterhin online erhältlich prayer
from tobit to qumran ed by renate egger wenzel and jeremy corley
2004 the book of wisdom in modern research ed by angelo
passaro giuseppe bellia john j collins 2005 history and identity ed
by núria calduch benages and jan liesen 2006 angels ed by
friedrich reiterer tobias nicklas and karin schöpflin 2007 biblical
figures in deuterocanonical and cognate literature ed by hermann
lichtenberger and ulrike mittmann richert 2008 the human body in
death and resurrection ed by tobias nicklas friedrich reiterer
joseph verheyden 2009 this study of castilian widows based on
extensive analysis of literary and archival sources provides insight
into the complex mechanisms lying behind the formulation of
gender boundaries and the pragmatic politics of everyday life in
the early modern world nathanael vette proposes that the gospel
of mark like other narrative works in the second temple period
uses the jewish scriptures as a model to compose episodes and
tell a new story vette compares mark s use of scripture with
roughly contemporary works like pseudo philo the genesis
apocryphon 1 maccabees judith and the testament of abraham
diverse texts which combined support the existence of shared
compositional techniques this volume identifies five scripturalized
narratives in the gospel jesus forty day sojourn in the wilderness
and call of the disciples the feeding of the multitudes the
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execution of john the baptist and the crucifixion of jesus this fresh
understanding of how the jewish scriptures were used to compose
new narratives across diverse genres in the second temple period
holds important lessons for how scholars read the gospel of mark
instead of treating scriptural allusions and echoes as keys which
unlock the hidden meaning of the gospel vette argues that mark
often uses the jewish scriptures simply for their ability to tell a
story ostervald 1770 1771 bible in this volume jan joosten brings
together seventeen articles published in journals and collective
volumes between 1996 and 2008 with one unpublished essay in
these essays he deals mainly with questions of language and
interpretation in the earliest greek translation of the hebrew bible
many of jan joosten s studies take their point of departure in one
or the other striking features in the language of the septuagint
propose a theory explaining its peculiarity and go on from there to
relate the linguistic phenomenon to wider historical exegetical or
theological issues others deal with problems of method in
establishing the historical background of the version its relation to
the hebrew source text and its theology taken as a whole jan
joosten offers an original contribution to a number of
contemporary debates on the old greek version notably in this
book he addresses from various perspectives the questions of who
the translators were and what they tried to do preliminary material
acknowledgements questions of literature and time marking time
with jacques derrida time returning maurice blanchot the obstinate
time of testimony louis rené des forêts still time samuel beckett
making time for each other pierre klossowski fugal time roger
laporte saving time an invaluable offering bibliography index
studies the representation of violence in tragedies written for the
french stage during the sixteenth century and explores its
connection with issues such as politics religion gender and
militantism to place the plays within their historical cultural and
theatrical contexts 2nd copy available for loan shelved 1st floor
reference counter high shelving west side in the art of the grafted
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song citation and allusion in the age of machaut author yolanda
plumley explores the penchant for borrowing in chansons and
lyrics from fourteenth century france uncovering a practice
integral to the experiments in form genre and style that ushered in
a new school of lyric reprint of the original first published in 1845



Vingt ans apres, Habitants et
marchands 1998-06-12
habitants et marchands twenty years later includes eleven essays
seven of which are in french that highlight current research in
quebec studies danielle gauvreau dale miquelon and louis michel
survey recent developments on population merchants and rural
society respectively allan greer studies kateri tekakwitha the first
amerindian to be beatified william wicken analyses relations
between mi kmaq and acadians bruce white and thomas wien
examine the fur trade with white focusing on the lake superior
region and wien on the st lawrence valley catherine desbarats
looks at the role of the state as a buyer of goods and services in
canada mario lalancette and alan m stewart study the evolution of
montreal s urban geography in the seventeenth century geneviève
postolec analyses matrimonial practices at neuville and sylvie
dépatie examines the urban and peri urban countryside in
montreal s gardens and orchards the collection offers valuable
perspectives on both the history of new france and the socio
economic history of colonial societies

Representing Judith in Early Modern
French Literature 2016-03-23
although attention to the book of judith and its heroine has grown
in recent years this is the first full length study to focus on
adaptations of the bible s old testament book of judith across a
range of literary genres written in french during the early modern
era author kathleen llewellyn bases her analysis on references to
judith in a number of early modern sermons as well as the judith
texts of four early modern writers the texts include two theatrical
dramas le mystère de judith et holofernés c 1500 believed to have
been written by jean molinet and le miroir des vefves tragédie



sacrée d holoferne judith by pierre heyns 1596 as well as two epic
poems la judit 1574 by guillaume de salluste du bartas and
gabrielle de coignard s imitation de la victoire de judich 1594
llewellyn s goal is to see judith as she was envisioned by early
modern french writers and their readers and to understand how
the sixteenth century shaped their view of the heroine noting
aspects of that story that were emphasized by sixteenth century
authors as well as elements that those writers altered to suit their
purposes she also examines the ways in which writers of this era
made use of judith s story as a means to explore interests and
concerns of early modern writers readers and spectators
representing judith in early modern french literature provides a
deeper understanding of early modern ideas regarding the role of
women the use of exemplary stories in preaching and teaching
theories of vision and the importance of community in renaissance
france

The Publications of the Huguenot
Society of London 1891
biblische frauen spielen eine bedeutende rolle in verschiedenen
genres patristischen schrifttums und in rabbinischen texten etwa
als vorbilder für frauen manchmal auch für männer als
repräsentantinnen bestimmter tugenden oder laster als
autoritäten in streitfragen als ausgangspunkt für bestimmte
praktiken die bilder die die fast immer männlichen autoren von
den biblischen frauen zeichnen spiegeln stets den
zeitgenössischen sozialen kulturellen und religiösen kontext wider
besonders im hinblick auf weit verbreitete antike vorstellungen
über frauen und über das verhältnis der geschlechter zueinander
der sammelband fragt nach der präsenz und sichtbarkeit bzw
hörbarkeit und nach dem bild biblischer frauen in den spätantiken
texten er enthält beiträge zu rahab zur ägyptischen frau des



salomo zur geliebten des hoheliedes zu judit den vier töchtern des
philippus und den myrophoren der evangelien die salben zu jesu
grab bringen und untersucht die rezeption dieser biblischen frauen
in verschiedenen patristischen und rabbinischen texten

Biblical Women in Patristic Reception /
Biblische Frauen in patristischer
Rezeption 2017-09-11
at the close of the twentieth century black artists began to figure
prominently in the mainstream american art world for the first
time thanks to the social advances of the civil rights movement
and the rise of multiculturalism african american artists in the late
1980s and early 90s enjoyed unprecedented access to established
institutions of publicity and display yet in this moment of
ostensible freedom black cultural practitioners found themselves
turning to the history of slavery bound to appear focuses on four of
these artists renée green glenn ligon lorna simpson and fred
wilson who have dominated and shaped the field of american art
over the past two decades through large scale installations that
radically departed from prior conventions for representing the
enslaved huey copeland shows that their projects draw on
strategies associated with minimalism conceptualism and
institutional critique to position the slave as a vexed figure both
subject and object property and person they also engage the
visual logic of race in modernity and the challenges negotiated by
black subjects in the present as such copeland argues their work
reframes strategies of representation and rethinks how blackness
might be imagined and felt long after the end of the peculiar
institution the first book to examine in depth these artists
engagements with slavery bound to appear will leave an indelible
mark on modern and contemporary art



Bound to Appear 2013-10-28
for many the middle ages in general evokes a sense of the sinister
and brings to mind a world of fear superstition and religious
fanaticism for jews it was a period marked by persecutions
pogroms and expulsions yet at the same time the middle ages was
also a time of lively cultural exchange and heightened creativity
for jews in the jewish middle ages contributors explore the ways in
which the stories of biblical women including eve sarah hagar
rebekah zipporah ruth esther and judith make their way into the
rich tapestry of medieval jewish literature mystical texts and art
particularly in works emanating from ashkenazic circles
contributors include carol bakhos judith r baskin elisheva
baumgarten dagmar börner klein constanza cordoni rachel elior
meret gutmann grün robert a harris yuval katz wilfing sheila tuller
keiter katrin kogman appel gerhard langer aurora salvatierra
ossorio and felicia waldman these essays give us a glimpse into
the role women played and the authority they assumed in
medieval jewish culture beyond the rabbinic centers of palestine
and babylonia

Chronique du Bec et chronique de
Francois Carre. Publ. d'apres les
manuscrits 5427 et 5428,f. lat., de la
bibliotheque nationale par ... Poree
1883
seit 2004 gibt der verlag de gruyter in zusammenarbeit mit der
international society for the study of deuterocanonical and
cognate literature das deuterocanonical and cognate literature
yearbook dcly heraus die gesellschaft widmet sich dem studium
der bücher der griechischen bibel septuaginta die nicht in der



hebräischen bibel enthalten sind und der späteren jüdischen
literatur also etwa aus der zeit vom 3 jahrhundert v chr bis zum 1
jahrhundert n chr die jahrbücher publizieren die referate und
ergebnisse der internationalen konferenzen der gesellschaft die
ausgaben 2005 bis 2011 sind weiterhin online erhältlich prayer
from tobit to qumran ed by renate egger wenzel and jeremy corley
2004 the book of wisdom in modern research ed by angelo
passaro giuseppe bellia john j collins 2005 history and identity ed
by núria calduch benages and jan liesen 2006 angels ed by
friedrich reiterer tobias nicklas and karin schöpflin 2007 biblical
figures in deuterocanonical and cognate literature ed by hermann
lichtenberger and ulrike mittmann richert 2008 the human body in
death and resurrection ed by tobias nicklas friedrich reiterer
joseph verheyden 2009

Collections of the Huguenot Society of
America 1886
this study of castilian widows based on extensive analysis of
literary and archival sources provides insight into the complex
mechanisms lying behind the formulation of gender boundaries
and the pragmatic politics of everyday life in the early modern
world

The Jewish Middle Ages 2023-03-15
nathanael vette proposes that the gospel of mark like other
narrative works in the second temple period uses the jewish
scriptures as a model to compose episodes and tell a new story
vette compares mark s use of scripture with roughly contemporary
works like pseudo philo the genesis apocryphon 1 maccabees
judith and the testament of abraham diverse texts which
combined support the existence of shared compositional



techniques this volume identifies five scripturalized narratives in
the gospel jesus forty day sojourn in the wilderness and call of the
disciples the feeding of the multitudes the execution of john the
baptist and the crucifixion of jesus this fresh understanding of how
the jewish scriptures were used to compose new narratives across
diverse genres in the second temple period holds important
lessons for how scholars read the gospel of mark instead of
treating scriptural allusions and echoes as keys which unlock the
hidden meaning of the gospel vette argues that mark often uses
the jewish scriptures simply for their ability to tell a story

Grand Dictionnaire Universel [du XIXe
Siecle] Francais: A-Z 1805-76 1873
ostervald 1770 1771 bible

Notions of Time in Deuterocanonical
and Cognate Literature 2021-12-20
in this volume jan joosten brings together seventeen articles
published in journals and collective volumes between 1996 and
2008 with one unpublished essay in these essays he deals mainly
with questions of language and interpretation in the earliest greek
translation of the hebrew bible many of jan joosten s studies take
their point of departure in one or the other striking features in the
language of the septuagint propose a theory explaining its
peculiarity and go on from there to relate the linguistic
phenomenon to wider historical exegetical or theological issues
others deal with problems of method in establishing the historical
background of the version its relation to the hebrew source text
and its theology taken as a whole jan joosten offers an original
contribution to a number of contemporary debates on the old
greek version notably in this book he addresses from various



perspectives the questions of who the translators were and what
they tried to do

Ecole Liegeoise. Les graveurs, leurs
portraits reproduits au burin d'apres
les originaux. 1366-1850. Avec notes
historiques par X 1882
preliminary material acknowledgements questions of literature
and time marking time with jacques derrida time returning
maurice blanchot the obstinate time of testimony louis rené des
forêts still time samuel beckett making time for each other pierre
klossowski fugal time roger laporte saving time an invaluable
offering bibliography index

British Museum Catalogue of Printed
Books 1890
studies the representation of violence in tragedies written for the
french stage during the sixteenth century and explores its
connection with issues such as politics religion gender and
militantism to place the plays within their historical cultural and
theatrical contexts

De Bow's Review 1869
2nd copy available for loan

Widowhood in Early Modern Spain



2010-11-26
shelved 1st floor reference counter high shelving west side

Writing With Scripture 2022-02-24
in the art of the grafted song citation and allusion in the age of
machaut author yolanda plumley explores the penchant for
borrowing in chansons and lyrics from fourteenth century france
uncovering a practice integral to the experiments in form genre
and style that ushered in a new school of lyric

Catalogue of Printed Books in the
Library of the British Museum 1889
reprint of the original first published in 1845

Le Nouveau Testament 1741

Collected Studies on the Septuagint
2012

Marking Time 2012

La Hougue Bie de Hambie 1837



La Hougue Bie de Hambie, a tradition
of Jersey 1837

Reginald Malfort; Or, Bie De Hambie. A
Tradition of Jersey 1840

La Vierge Marie et le plan divin: La
Vierge Marie d'apres l'evangile 1880

Histoire de la Vendee d'apres des
documents nouveaux et inetits 1878

Onstage Violence in Sixteenth-Century
French Tragedy 2022-01-13

Registers of the Church Known as La
Patente in Spittlefields, from 1689 to
1785 1898

Eerdmans Commentary on the Bible
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Ly myreur des histors, chronique de
Jean des Preis, dit d'Outremeuse 1877

Registers of the French Conformed
Churches of St. Patrick and St. Mary,
Dublin 1893

Grand dictionnaire universel du XIXe
siècle 1866

Oeuvres complètes de Saint François
de Sales, évêque et prince de Genève
1875

Oeuvres complètes de Saint François
de Sales 1875

Cataloque general des photographies



inalterables au charbon faites d'apres
les originaux peintures, fresques,
dessins et sculptures des prinicipaux
musees d'Europe et des collections
particulieres 1880

The Art of Grafted Song 2013-12

Ly myreur des histors 1877

“Ly” myreur des histors 1877

The Arguments of Romanists from the
Infallibility of the Church and the
Testimony of the Fathers in Behalf of
the Apocrypha 2024-04-28

La Bible française au Moyen Age 1884

La Bible française au Moyen âge, étude



sur les plus anciennes versions de la
Bible écrites en prose de langue d'oïl
1884

La Bible française au moyen âge 1884
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